The Teaching
of B.B. King
4
Habits of
Writing
To Be With Michael Jackson’s
Teachers

Bunk Johnson: What is this photo saying to you?
B. B. King: This photo is from the 1969’s encyclopedia of China.
Not so long ago. In this image, you see what the White people used
you for not so long ago.
But you see yourself doing this. Slaving for the White person
in some manual labor and you see yourself as a draft animal. Do you
not!
Fate Marable: You see this woman is being helpful. However
what does “helpful” mean! It is you who must determine this!
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Louis Armstrong: We moved away from that in the music.
However you see that this is the imagery of the White people that
they have you stand in another line to get your food, do they not?
Jelly Roll Morton: We put attention on ourselves for the music.
And for the gestures as you saw in Michael Jackson.
Now, you are asked to go the extra mile.
I am posting for you and asking you to hone up on
English skills. Go through the Washington Irving Catholic
school book on how to write. Do the first two sections.
And you will be ahead of the White people as they do not
have this training.
Secondarily, as you are able, you can go through the grammar
book at your pace, doing every single exercise at your pace.

English 3200
A Programmed Course in Grammar and Usage
by Joseph Blumenthal.
B.B. King: When you see that a White person has this image of you,
do take on words that would help you change that image.
Captain Joseph Jones: You are not the image of the Negroids
standing by a fence waiting for someone to hire you.
Michael Jackson: This is the deplorable condition of
government, that although they freed the slaves, they did nothing
furthermore except to confine them to ghettos economically and
socially.
What you can do is to carry a book with you. You highlight a
passage that you read that shows intelligence. And then you read it
to them.
Nancy of Oregon: Stevie Wonder says, “Well, they will hire you to
write, “ (laughter).
Jelly Roll Morton: If you of course would do as I say. You can
offer to do reporter writing where they will not go into your district.
You can see the changes. That you are not only to be seen as
musician, but that you are known as intelligent writers!
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MOTHER MARY—

Take out the drums.
Use the keyboard to time music.
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